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A Behavior ,lanagement Annroach to Teaching Introduction

to Composition'

Introduction

In the past, courses in introductory psychology, behavior analysis,

and college study skills have been offered at the university or college

level according to the principles of behavioral psychology.. Keller (q)

renorted that teachers may be more effective if they employ contingency

management in their courses. Me4ichael and Corey (11) demonstrated

that contingency management in an introductory psychology course pro-

duced better learning. A self-paced and programmed course in behavior

analysis, designed by Lloyd and Fnutsen (10), illustrated that strategi-

cally applied reinforcement within a curriculum of small, clear-cut se-

quential steps can elicit "independent work" of high quality from univer-

sity students. Hornstein (8) has demonstrated that college study skills

1 This study was undertaken at Mount Royal College, CalgarY, Canada.
It was continued after my moving to Edmonds Community College, Lynnwood,
Washington.. It could nothave been undertaken without the expert advice
of Professor L..A..Hamerlynck, University of Calgary.. It could not have
been completed without the assistance of Professor Barbara Morgridge,
Edmonds Community College..
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and time lianagement can be taught in a sequential Manner, with student

tiara - professionals systematically reinforcing annronriPte Ftudv behaviorq

in students.

These experiments lead to the question of whether behavior manage-

ment can be employed in a college r,nglish course designed to "repair"

or "develon" the student's skills in the written language. Such courses

should enjoy great success; yet, according to a survey of two -gear col-

lege English teachers in 1965 (14, n. 93) 35-40 nercent of the resnond-

ents were Pessimistic about whether remedial English could help students

in general. Furthermore, in about 75 percent of the renorting colleges,

the grammar that is presented in the remedial EnR*7ish course does not

differ from that in the regular English course. In the other 25 nercent

of the cases, one encounters such comments as "more basic," "high school

level," "more time devoted," "more drill." Only 3 nercent indicate that

some special approach, such as an annlication of structural linguistics,

is being tried. (14, P. 52)

Although this survey is some six years old, the indication is that

innovation is in order. own bias is not in the direction of linguis-

tics but of rhetoric. Hence, a writing course was designed to improve

the student's writing skills by means of a structured curriculum contain-

ing sequential writing tasks. Academic reward was contingent unon

successful completion of these skill - steps; reinforcement came in the

form of points (a "token economy``) and from social reinforcement from

instructor and peers. By using behavior management tactics, a course

in introduction to comrosition was implemented.



Yethod

To teach is to structure situations so that the student discovers

hi3 environment within or outside himself.. The teacher, then, shanes

behaviors, or in the words of . 9kinner (13, nn. 66-7):

7y selecting responses to he reinforced he imnrovises
a pro ;ram of contingencies, at each stare of which a
resnonse is reinforced which makes it possible to move
on to a more demanding, stage.. The contingencies grad-
ually approach those which generate the final specified
resnonse..

Another way of saying this is that the student exerts "trial-and

error" behavior which tends to be shaped by the teacher's rewards

(2, n.32).. While it is relatively easy for teachers to control such

contingencies in the classroom, it is difficult to research them be-

cause of the free-wheeling setting and the inexactness of measurement'..

One cannot, therefore, class such studies as "behavior modification,"

which, in the words of Risley (7, p..104), plays to two audiences,

....the therapist's audience which requires pragmatic results,

[sic] and the researcher's audience which requires quality research."

Behavior management, as it is apnlied to this nroject, is more a teach-

ing than, a research term: it means amnlifyinr desired behaviors by

structurThg curriculum and reinforcing anpronriate responses by stu-

dents..

According to the course text, Casty's (3, np.,1-4) A nixed Bar, the

student is to become aware of the parts of the whole, the details that

account for the effect first; then he is to learn to order parts or de-

tails; and finally, he is to come to conclusions or make judgments by

manipulating narts, details, and methods of development.. As the course
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was taurht, rhetorical proficienclr i!ras starred in small steps leadin7 from

the what and how of mediating exnerience throurh when, where, why, and

how much of orranizinr thoughts to a honefully .self- rewar.d{nr complex of

behaviors which F'antini and Weinstein (5,'pp..50-55) call the avenue of

expression for the student's own thoughts, feelinrs, and attitudes.

The subjects were community college students who had been advised,

but not coerced to enroll in Introduction to Composition. They had

demonstrated rhetorical or mechanical weaknesses in the use of the writ-

ten lanruare, having taken an essay style placement examination.. The

students knew that the course bore credit, was transferrable, but did not

meet any Portion of the Enclish requirement for rraduation..

On the first day of class, students received the followinrr materials:

a manila envelope containi.nm a course explanation, a syllabus which was

rluite snacific, a contract, a mimeoed sheet for recording noints, fifteen

tar-hoard tickets, a file folder containing; a check list for reriuired

writing; tasks, and a sheet of graph raper for charting, prorress., The

instructor then asked the students to write certain information in the

file folder, peruse the check list, and notice the achievement chart,

which could accomodate more than 4000 noints over a ten week neriod.

Next, the class read the course explanation torether in order to

discover the rationale of the course, its oblectives, and requirements.

The course was to be offered according to proven principles of behav-

ior; the student could predict his own rrade; he would not he required

to attend class but would be awarded noints for doing so (the tar-board

tickets were for his admission). 7urthermore, he was informed of a

sequence of structured assignments ranging from simple to complex.



le3ides these renuirea tasks , there .,mull an 1.s.:lortmont of bonw;

activities which were less directly related to writinrr fluency, vet ,/hich

would '-.)e forth Points. The student could corrnlete any or all of t'.-lem and

could contract to complete other "orl which 'vould strang-then srecial

.treaknesses.,

The explanation stated that the student would have to comnlete all

of the required tasks to a minimum standard of achievement, as luded by

the instructor and that he would be awarded a minimum number of noints

for each sten so completed. But the student could revise as often and

as extensively as he deemed Profitable, until he had rained the maximum

number of points designated for that task. He had to abide by deadlines

for first drafts, but beyond that, he could work pretty much at his own

pace. He had to complete all required tasks to a minimum standard; then

he could revise in order to reach the maximum. He could also do bonus

activities. Dependinp; on his motivation he could acquire 30nn noints

for a "C," 3500 points for a "B," and 4000 for an A. If at any time

durin the quarter he wished to do so, he could challenrre the course for

a frrade or "C. finally, if at the end of the quarter he thought he

could still improve his performance, he could opt for an incomnlete

grade and have 30 days in which to revise required tasks in order to

raise his point total.

He had to a7ree to the following terms:

CONT7ACT

En7lish l( is desimed to assist the student in reaching
rhetorical fluency. While the brunt of the course involves
writinrr, exnository prose, some bonus surr7estions are only
indirectly related to writinp.,. This proaxam, based on sound
behavioral theory, will assist you by structurincr the learn-
inFr, situation and by reinforcinrr your annornriate
and study behaviors.
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The major roal of Enrlish 110 C, then, is this -,1"7.

A STUDENT Wil0 HAS ;1.,"07.7117.A7IFT) F.0"7 DE,7?E7 1)7TOTF,HCv
TN THE CONVENTIO:13 07 IMITTEN T:NrILTSH, THAT STUDEnT WILL

A5LE TO CO'1.POS7 A TN= rP(') TTI1Dr) ';crI)
YEAS()NARLY 7?EE 07 '.TCTIATITCAL 7TTIORF, "HIC!f vMr)r-
TNI 'IETHODS 07 T17T07,ICAL DE=0T=T.

'!e, the unlerstrne'2, arree to the follotnr terms an,!
conditions:

1. That, in order to have comnleted this course, T
rite a standarlized test, nre-test and nost-test form n..

2. That I will complete all ten writinr taslcs to a minimum
standard of acceptance, in the opinion of my instructor.

3. That I will fill out a class evaluation at the end of
the term..

4. That I may earn additional points, or bonus noints, by
comnletinr tasks surrested by the syllabus or by the
instructor.

5. That I may earn bonus Points for denositinr attenlance
chins.

6.. That all of my writinr assirnments must conform to
"Po= for Papers."

7.. That I am responsible for chartin7 my prorress
keeping: track of cumulative points.

B. That all my writinr assiTmments must be in my class
folder before I Fet my rrade..

9.. That I may earn a Frade of PC" by 7ettinr 3000 noints,
"B" by Fettinr 3500, and "A" by rettinr 4000..

10.. That, if I am dissatisfied at any time Burin' the course,
I can challenge the course if successful, my challenge
will result in a grade of "C" without further class
attendance or assignments.'

As has been mentioned, the required writinr tasks were sequenced in three

broad steps: noticint details and transferrinr them into comnositlons

with perceptible berinninrs, bodies, and outcomes; usinF method 7, of
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dr,velonr!ent to fulfill 'IritInr nurnoses ,,uch :71F 74yinrr directlons, ex-

nlatninr' a Phenomenon, and reactinr to an arruent7 and relatirr

accordtn7 to varous modes of discourse such q.9 ana.ltrsis , ClnS',1r1Cflttnn,

nerrivaston, and definition. Tnsofar as it was nossible, each ass4c,nment

as structured to enrare the 3tudent's on backrround ef experience,

assst the student in bulldincr menninrs and relattenships, and nromote

the student's extension of skills, abilities, and interests, as 199-

er:1:Jed by Tlafner (6, n.. 29)..

Two imnortant facets still need to be described, reJnforcement tac-

tics and reinforcement of "Progressive apnroximations" n.

The business of attendance may serve to describe how reinforcement,

first as constant as Possible, was faded to intermittenc.- 71or the

first two weeks, approximately, the student exchan7ed a tacr-oard tick-

et for notnts which were immediately added to his rolnt total. Then,

the tickets became extraneous and the student merely credited himself

with the correct number of noints each time he attended. 'inally,

noints were calculated by the week. Also, at first, all tasks bore

points: writincr the standardized tests, keeninfr the file folder up-to-

date, eto. These points were totalled un daily., Lite' l the noints were

saved for a week at a time; toward the end of the term, notnts became a

more formality, most students havinFr already accrued the number desired.

Altheurrh a sort or "token economy" seemed to reicn, the intent was to

evoke "independent" work of hich quality..

F,equirinF the student to complete each assi7nment to a minimum

standard of achievement, but makinc- it nrofitable for him to revise

extensively and frequently had important effects: the instructor found



1-.-11,17;1r readin-, stu,,lent:Y -It 17; only isir-t!):

Vie 7t102nt, b'r means of sucessive rev lion, "modelled (11, nn. 21-2)

unon te teacer's o'AIn style, thereb own nrose stv1,?:

and ne student (and instructor) "overlearnel- rhetorical and r.ra,-Imatical

In The Technoloo;y of Teachin9:, r7kInner (13 n. 12) says:

Education is nerhans ne most imnortant branch of
scientific technology. It deeply affects the
lives of all of Us.. can no longer allow the
exicrencies of a practical situation to suppress
the tremendous improvements which are in reach.
The practical situation must be charmed.

The pro.gram under examination did chanP7e the nractical situation, if only

because it attempted both to take into acccunt just how orrranisms learn

and to capitalize upon that process.. It tried to resnond to Skinner's

own questions:

1. What behavior is to be set un?

2. What reinforcers are at hand?

3. ''That responses are available in embarking' unon a nrorrram

of nrogressive approximations which will lead to the final

form of the behavior?

4.. How can reinforcements be most effectively scheduled to

maintain the behavior in strefigth?

Results

Of 31 registrants, two never came to class, anl three ithIrc,:i dur-

inq the first week becauSe of the course format. One other student

stormed attendirvr in the sixth week, erobablv because of illness in the

9



ranllY. The renainin twentv-fi co:in7..ete:i the courF.;e: 1. 3 receivc.:(5

-A," Z receivel 'tn," 1 received a r-raae of 7 !--;u(lent electel to

take There -Jere seven "W's, and here it ilust be f3entionel that the

colleire has disnenced with "71s.'

Student course evaluations were almost unanimously favorable. r)ne

student objected to the point system, another disliked 'mat he called the

'so-called bonus activities," but another student sur-.7'ested that the in

3tructor c7:7,st a pay raise, become hea.3 of the denartment, and have fewer

classes to teach.

The standardized test which students took at the berinninc' and end

of the course was the 4c,-Iraw-Hill Basic Skills writing Test. Since at

the end of the quarter no alternate form of the test was available, stu-

dents took the same form of the test at the berTinninp: and at the end of

the quarter. There are three parts: lan7uage mechanics (30 ite-qs), sen-

tence natterns (26 items) , and naragranh patterns (15 items) . whether

an ability to recognize errors in composition can be equated withwrit-

inp., Proficiency itself is debatable. However, among, twenty students ,iho

were tested and retested, there was no statistically siirnificant mean

increase in recognition or errors in lawl;ua7e mechanics, but there was

a mean increase in recoo:nition of sentence patterns and Parag,ranh nat-

terns well beyond the .01 level of significance. Of interest is the

fact that of those who attended regularly throughout the term, eighteen

stu,dents were directly engaged :in the BRIY4-E, the developmental reading,

.4ritinP', and study skills center.



Discussion

The behavior management program seemingly was a success: it is

obviously difficult to establish that the treatment alone elicited the

success. -4easurement is indeed a problem with any classroom nro.iect,

as Baer (1, p..92) indicates:

......the evaluation of a study which nurnorts to
be an applied behavior analysis is somewhat different
than the evaluation of a similar laboratory analysis.
Obviously, the study must be applied, behavioral, and
analytic; in addition, it should be technological,
conceptually systematic, and effective, and it should
display fome generality.

Insofar as the course did meet these criteria, it was successful;

if I were to reneat the project, I would attempt to make the curri-

culum even more systematic, employ students to check exercises, and

develop some five two-week "mini-courses," each worth one credit.. The

student then would not have to wait for ten weeks for academic reward

as he does in the traditional class; he would have a great deal of

individual attention; he could take any or all of the sub-courses even

if he weren't interested in the re7ular composition seauence: and he

could pace himself to better advantage. Ultimately, an almost infin-

ite number of packaged courses could be made un for more relevant,

effective classwork for students of remedial or developmental Fnqlish..

11
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7,eid, Bruce A. "A Behavior 'Tanarr.ement Annroach to Teachin7 Tntroduction
to Composition.''

The study, begun at a college in Canada and continued at a community
college in the U..S., concerned the efficacy of teachin7 a remedial
1.;n1,71ish class according; to the Principles of behavioral psycholo7y.
rthetorical proficiency was procrrammed into skill-stens, each of which
the student had to complete to a minimum standard of achievement.. The
curriculum was governed by a point system, which afforded the student
a minimum number of points for each skill -stet completed, but allowed
him to revise frequently in order to earn up to a maximum number of
points for each task. Bonus activities auf7mented the point total.
Students predicted their own grades, kept track of their own noints,
and charted their own progress. Behavior manar7ement proved effective.


